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Abstract
We propose Cartography Active Learning
(CAL), a novel Active Learning (AL) algo-
rithm that exploits the behavior of the model
on individual instances during training as a
proxy to find the most informative instances
for labeling. CAL is inspired by data maps,
which were recently proposed to derive in-
sights into dataset quality (Swayamdipta et al.,
2020). We compare our method on popular
text classification tasks to commonly used AL
strategies, which instead rely on post-training
behavior. We demonstrate that CAL is compet-
itive to other common AL methods, showing
that training dynamics derived from small seed
data can be successfully used for AL. We pro-
vide insights into our new AL method by an-
alyzing batch-level statistics utilizing the data
maps. Our results further show that CAL re-
sults in a more data-efficient learning strategy,
achieving comparable or better results with
considerably less training data.
1 Introduction
Active Learning (AL) is a widely-used method to
tackle the time-consuming and expensive collection
and manual labeling of data. In recent years, many
AL strategies were proposed. The simplest and
most widely used is uncertainty sampling (Lewis
and Gale, 1994; Lewis and Catlett, 1994), where
the learner queries instances that it is most uncer-
tain about. Uncertainty sampling is myopic: it only
measures the information content of a single data
instance. Alternative AL algorithms instead focus
on selecting a diverse batch (Geifman and El-Yaniv,
2017; Sener and Savarese, 2018; Gissin and Shalev-
Shwartz, 2019; Zhdanov, 2019) or to estimate the
uncertainty distribution of the learner (Houlsby
et al., 2011; Gal and Ghahramani, 2016). However,
these methods are usually limited in their notion
of informativeness, which is tied to post-training
model uncertainty and batch diversity.
Recently, Swayamdipta et al. (2020) introduced
data maps, to visualize the behaviour of the model
on individual instances during training (training
dynamics). The plotted data maps (Figure 1) re-
veal distinct regions in a dataset: groups of am-
biguous instances useful for high performance and
linked to high informativeness, easy-to-learn in-
stances which aid optimization, and hard-to-learn
instances which frequently correspond to misla-
beled or erroneous instances.
We propose Cartography Active Learning
(CAL), which automatically selects the the most
informative instances that contribute optimally to
model learning. To do so, we leverage a largely
ignored source of information: insights derived dur-
ing training, i.e., training dynamics derived from
limited data maps (see Section 4) to choose infor-
mative instances at the boundary of ambiguous and
hard-to-learn instances. We hypothesize that this
region is where the model will learn the most from.
Data maps provide the additional benefit that we
can use them to measure informativeness of a batch
with straightforward metrics and visualize dataset
properties. These distinct regions in the data maps
have their own respective statistics. Therefore, as
a second research question we investigate whether
data map statistics help to assess why some AL
algorithms work better than others.
Contributions In this paper, our contributions
are twofold. (1) We present Cartography Active
Learning, a novel AL algorithm that exploits data
maps for AL. We compare our results against other
competitive and widely used AL algorithms and
outperform them in early AL iterations. (2) Ad-
ditionally, we leverage the data maps to inspect
what instances AL methods select. We show
that our approach optimally selects informative in-
stances avoiding only hard-to-learn and easy-to-
learn cases, which leads to better AL and compara-
ble or better results than full dataset training.
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2 Related Work
AL has seen many usage scenarios in the Natu-
ral Language Processing (NLP) field (Shen et al.,
2018; Lowell et al., 2019; Ein-Dor et al., 2020).
The perspective of AL is that if a model is allowed
to select the data from which it will learn the most,
it will achieve comparable (or better) performance
with less training instances (Siddhant and Lipton,
2018), and at the same time addressing the costly
labeling process with a human annotator.
A popular scenario is pool-based active learn-
ing (Lewis and Gale, 1994; Settles, 2009, 2012),
which assumes a small set of labeled data L and
a large pool of unlabeled data U . Most AL algo-
rithms start similarly: a model is fit to L to get
access to Pθ(y | x), then apply a query strategy
to get the best scored instance from U , label this
instance and add it to L in an iterative process.
Common Strategies A commonly used query
strategy is uncertainty sampling (Lewis and Gale,
1994; Lewis and Catlett, 1994). In this approach,
the learner queries the instances which it is least
certain about. There are two popular approaches.
(1) Uncertainty sampling based on entropy (Shan-
non, 1948; Dagan and Engelson, 1995), it uses the
entropy of the label distribution as a measure for
the uncertainty of the model on an instance. (2) Un-
certainty sampling based on which best labeling is
the least confident (Culotta and McCallum, 2005).
Batch-mode Active Learning It is inefficient
and time-consuming to obtain sampled queries one
by one for annotation in the context of Deep Neural
Networks (DNNs). In a real-world setting, con-
sider having multiple annotators available. One
can exploit this setting and label the instances in
batches and parallel. Batch-mode AL allows the
learner to query instances in groups. To assemble
the optimal batch, one can greedily pick the top-k
examples according to an instance-level acquisi-
tion function suitable for DNNs. There are many
works on ways for making neural network posteri-
ors accurately represent the confidence on a given
example. One popular example is stochastic regu-
larisation techniques such as dropout during infer-
ence time, known as the Monte Carlo Dropout tech-
nique (Houlsby et al., 2011). Gal and Ghahramani
(2016) refer to this as Bayesian Active Learning by
Disagreement (BALD). This allows us to consider
the model as a Bayesian neural network and cal-
culate approximations of uncertainty estimates by
analyzing its multiple predictions. However, if the
information of these top-k examples is similar, this
will result in the model not generalizing well over
the dataset. Therefore, alternative approaches take
the diversity of a batch into account.
Batch-aware Query Strategies Instead of
greedily choosing the examples that maximize
some score, one can instead try to find a batch that
is as diverse as possible. One recently proposed
effective strategy is Discriminative Active Learn-
ing (DAL; Gissin and Shalev-Shwartz, 2019).
This approach aims to select instances from U
that make L representative of U . In other words,
the idea is to train a separate model to classify
between L and U . Then, to use that model to
choose the instances which are most confidently
classified as being from U . If U and L become
indistinguishable, the learner has successfully
closed the data gap between U and L. DAL was
proposed for computer vision and was recently
successfully used in NLP (Ein-Dor et al., 2020).
Alternative diversity AL strategies exist, such as
core-set, which often rely on heuristics (Sener and
Savarese, 2018; Geifman and El-Yaniv, 2017).
3 Cartography Active Learning
The key idea of CAL is to use model-independent
measures, from fitting the model on the seed data
L, by using data maps (Swayamdipta et al., 2020)
for AL. Data maps help identify characteristics of
instances within the broader trends of a dataset
by leveraging their training dynamics (i.e., the be-
havior of a model during training, such as mean
and standard deviation of confidence and correct-
ness with respect to the gold label). These model-
dependent measures reveal distinct regions in a data
map, by and large, reflecting instance properties
(see Figure 1 and details below on easy-to-learn,
ambiguous, and hard-to-learn instances). Train-
ing dynamics encapsulate information of data qual-
ity that has been largely ignored in AL: the sweet
spot of instances at the boundary of hard-to-learn
and ambiguous instances, which are quick to label
while providing informative samples, as shown in
full data training (Swayamdipta et al., 2020).
In the next part, we introduce training charac-
teristics, first showing the resulting data maps on
the full data. Then we introduce CAL, which pro-
poses to learn a data map from the seed labeled
data L and identifying regions of instances with
a binary classifier, inspired by DAL (Gissin and
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Figure 1: Full Data Maps for AGNews & TREC. AGNews (120,000 instances) on the left, and TREC (5,452
instances) on the right, both w.r.t. an MLP training for ten epochs. The x-axis shows variability and the y-axis the
confidence. The colors and shapes indicate the correctness.
Shalev-Shwartz, 2019). To identify these regions,
we require: (1) a data map can be learned from
limited data, and (2) a classifier to identify infor-
mative instances. The full algorithm, illustrated
in Algorithm 1, is described later.
Mapping the Data Formally, the training dy-
namics of instance i are defined as the statistics
calculated over E epochs. These statistics are
then used as the coordinates in the plot. The fol-
lowing statistics are calculated, confidence, vari-
ability, and correctness, following the notation








i | xi) (1)
Confidence1 (Equation 1) is the mean model prob-
ability of the gold label (y∗i ) across epochs. Where
pθ(e) is the model’s probability with parameters











Then, variability (Equation 2) is calculated as the
standard deviation of pθ(e)(y
∗
i | xi), the spread
1Similar to Swayamdipta et al. (2020), we note that the
term confidence here is the output probability of the model
over the gold label as opposed to the certainty of the predicted









i | xi) (3)
Last, correctness (Equation 3) is denoted as the
fraction of times the model correctly labels instance
xi across epochs E.
Given the aforementioned training dynamics and
the obtained statistics per instance, we plot the data
maps for both AGNews (Zhang et al., 2015) and
TREC (Li and Roth, 2002), using all training data
(Figure 1). The data map is based on a Multi-layer
Perceptron (MLP). As shown by Swayamdipta
et al. (2020), data maps identify three distinct re-
gions: easy-to-learn, ambiguous, and hard-to-learn.
The easy-to-learn instances are consistently pre-
dicted correctly with high confidence, these in-
stances can be found in the upper region of the
plot. The ambiguous samples have high variability
and the model is inconsistent in correctly predict-
ing these correctly (middle region). The instances
that are (almost) never predicted correctly, and
have low confidence and variability, are referred to
as hard-to-learn cases. This confirms findings by
Swayamdipta et al. (2020) where they show that
training on the samples of these distinct regions,
and in particular the ambiguous instances, promote
optimal performance. While uncertainty-based AL
mostly focus on hard-cases, CAL instead focuses
on ambiguous and possibly easier instances.
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Figure 2: Data Maps with Limited Seed Data. Data map for the AGNews seed set (1,000 instances), and TREC
seed set (500 instances). Both data maps are based on an MLP trained for ten epochs.
Data Maps from Seed Data Given the distinct
regions for data selection in the full data map in Fig-
ure 1, we first investigate whether regions are still
identifiable if we have little amounts of training
data, as this is a prerequisite for CAL. Figure 2
shows this for 1,000 training samples of AGNews
and 500 of TREC. We can see that the data points
are more scattered, where the easy-to-learn and
ambiguous samples are mixed. However, it seems
the hard-to-learn region can still qualitatively be
distinguished from the other regions.
The CAL Algorithm The algorithm is detailed
in Algorithm 1 and described next. To select pre-
sumably informative instances, we train a binary
classifier on the seed set L and apply it to U to
select the instances that are the closest to the de-
cision boundary between ambiguous and hard-to-
learn instances. By visualizing a decision func-
tion in Figure 2 that separates the hard-to-learn
region from the ambiguous/easy-to-learn region,
we select the instances that are the closest to this
boundary. In other words, selecting instances with
output probability 0.5 with respect to the binary
classifier, thus closest to the decision boundary.
This does two things, (1) it prevents the binary clas-
sifier from selecting only easy-to-learn instances
(low-variability, high-confidence), and (2) selecting
some truly hard-to-learn instances (low-variability,
low-confidence) which are both not optimal for
learning.
Similar to DAL, for the binary classification task,
we map our original input space X to the learned
representation Ψ of the last hidden layer of an MLP
(Section 4.3). These are the features used in our
binary classifier (θ′). Formally, as we have three
hidden layers,
Ψ : X → X̂ ,where Ψ = h3 = f(W3 · h2 + b3).
For label space Y , we consider the binary values
{0, 1}. This label depends on the correctness. The
label yΨ(x̂i) for the learned representation of in-
stance x̂i is labeled 1 when the correctness us-
ing the limited data map at epoch E is above the
threshold tcor > 0.2. We refer to these as high-
cor cases. The samples that are rarely correct (tcor
≤ 0.2) are labeled as 0 and we refer to these as
low-cor cases. To give a better intuition, we re-
fer to Figure 2, where the regions of hard-to-learn
and ambiguous/easy-to-learn are visually separa-
ble with this correctness threshold tcor = 0.2. This
threshold is empirically chosen by investigating the
influence of different correctness thresholds on the
performance of CAL in Section 5 (Table 3).
4 Experimental Setup
We focus on pool-based active learning. Once
trained on a seed set L, we begin the simulated
AL loop by iteratively selecting instances based on
the scoring of an acquisition function. We take the
top-50 instances, following prior work (Gissin and
Shalev-Shwartz, 2019; Ein-Dor et al., 2020). The
selected instances are shown the withheld label and
added to the labeled set L and removed from U .
We evaluate the performance of the trained model
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Algorithm 1: Cartography Active Learning
1 input: Labeled seed set L, Unlabeled set U ,
Total budget K, Number of queries n,
Correctness threshold tcor = 0.2;
2 for i = 1, ..., n do
3 Ψ(L), Ψ(U)← train main classifier θ
on L, get representations of L and U ;
4 µ̂, σ̂, φ̂← get data map statistics of L
with θ;
5 Pθ′ ← train binary classifier θ′ on Ψ(L)
with yΨ(x̂i) =
{
1, if φ̂i > tcor
0, else
6 for j=1, ..., Kn do
7 x̂← argmin
x∈Ψ(U)
|0.5−Pθ′(ŷ = 1 | x)|;
8 L ← L ∪ x̂;
9 U ← U\x̂;
10 end
11 reset parameters θ and θ′;
12 return L, U
13 end
on a predefined held-out test set. We run 30 AL iter-
ations, over five random seeds, and report averages
over these runs.
4.1 Datasets
Dataset Train Test Classes Seed set size
AGNews 120,000 7,600 4 1,000
TREC 5,452 500 6 500
Table 1: Datasets. Statistics of the two datasets.
In our AL setup, we consider two popular text
classification tasks, namely AGNews (Zhang et al.,
2015) and TREC (Li and Roth, 2002). The AG-
News task entails classifying news articles into four
classes: world, sports, business, science/technology.
For TREC, the task is to categorize questions into
one of six categories based on the subject of the
question, such as questions about locations, per-
sons, concepts, et cetera. Statistics of the data can
be found in Table 1. We start with a seed set size of
1,000 for AGNews and 500 for TREC, this means
after the AL iterations we will have 2,500 labeled
instances for AGNews and 2,000 for TREC. Our
motivation here is to keep the AL simulation re-
alistic. We assume enough annotation budget to
initially annotate 500–1,000 samples. Then, in ev-
ery AL iteration annotate an additional 50 samples,
which seems manageable for an annotator. Finally,
we run 30 AL iterations to give a good overview of
the performance of the acquisition functions over
the iterations towards convergence.
4.2 Acquisition Functions
We consider five acquisition functions. We opt for
a random sampling baseline (Rand.), four exist-
ing acquisition functions, and our proposed CAL
algorithm. We chose these as they are state-of-the-
art and cover a spectrum of acquisition functions
(uncertainty, batch-mode and diversity-based).
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of the predictive (e.g. softmax) distribution as the
model’s uncertainty, and chooses instances with
lowest predicted probability.
Max-Entropy (Ent.; Dagan and Engelson,
1995) Another popular example is entropy based











and again, based on the a posteriori probability
distribution.
Bayesian Active Learning by Disagreement
(BALD; Houlsby et al., 2011; Gal and Ghahra-
mani, 2016) This approach entails applying
dropout at test time, then estimating uncertainty
as the disagreement between outputs realized via
multiple passes through the model. We use the
Monte Carlo Dropout technique on ten inference
cycles, with the max-entropy acquisition function.
Discriminative Active Learning (DAL; Gissin
and Shalev-Shwartz, 2019) This approach
poses AL as a binary classification task, it uses
a separate binary classifier as a proxy to select
instances that make L representative of the en-
tire dataset (i.e., making the labeled set indistin-
guishable from the unlabeled pool set). The input
space for the binary classifier is task-agnostic. One
maps the original input space X to a learned rep-
resentation X̂ as the input space, with label space
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Y = {l, u} referring to labeled and unlabeled. In
the original paper, the learned representation is de-
fined as the logits of the last hidden layer of the
main classifier which solves the original task. For-
mally, it selects the top-k instances that satisfy
argmax
x∈U
P̂θ(ŷ = u | Ψ(x))
where P̂θ is the trained binary classifier given the
learned representations Ψ of instances x.
4.3 Configurations
This work uses two models for the AL setup solving
the classification tasks. All the code is open source
and available to reproduce our results.2
Main Classifier We use a Multi-layer Percep-
tron (MLP), with three demb = 300 ReLu lay-
ers, dropout probability p = 0.3, weighted cross-
entropy, Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2015),
with a learning rate of 1e−4, β1 = 0.9, β2 =
0.999, ε = 1e−8.
Binary Classifier This model is suited for the
binary classification task of DAL and CAL. In this
case it is a single demb = 300 ReLu layer. We min-
imize the weighted cross-entropy as well. We use
the Adam optimizer with the same parameters as
above. For more details regarding reproducibility,
we refer to Section 7.
Training the Binary Classifier For both the bi-
nary classification task of DAL and CAL, we em-
pirically determined that setting the number of
epochs for the binary classifier to 10 yielded good
results. In the context of DAL, for AGNews it
reaches around 98% accuracy during training, and
for TREC it achieves around 89% accuracy. In
contrast, with CAL, we start with little amounts of
data for a binary classifier to train on. In the early
stage of the AL iterations, the binary classifier does
not achieve a high accuracy for both AGNews and
TREC (around random). After it reaches the fifth or
sixth AL iteration it starts to properly distinguish
the low-cor/hig-cor samples, as it probably has
enough samples to learn from. It achieves around
65–75% accuracy for AGNews, and towards 85%
accuracy for TREC. The classification accuracy on
AGNews seems low. However, further tuning of
the binary classifier (e.g., increasing the number
of epochs) slightly increases binary classification
2github.com/jjzha/cal
accuracy, but did not result in better performance
for the overall AL setup.
Significance Recently, the Almost Stochastic Or-
der test (ASO; Dror et al., 2019)3 has been pro-
posed to test statistical significance for DNNs over
multiple runs. Generally, the ASO test determines
whether a stochastic order (Reimers and Gurevych,
2018) exists between two models or algorithms
based on their respective sets of evaluation scores.
Given the single model scores over multiple ran-
dom seeds of two algorithms A and B, the method
computes a test-specific value (εmin) that indicates
how far algorithmA is from being significantly bet-
ter than algorithm B. When distance εmin = 0.0,
one can claim that A stochastically dominant over
B with a predefined significance level. When
εmin < 0.5 one can say A  B. On the contrary,
when we have εmin = 1.0, this means B  A. For
εmin = 0.5, no order can be determined. We took
0.05 for the predefined significance level α.
5 Results & Analysis
We plot the accuracy of the AL algorithms (Sec-
tion 4.2) on each dataset in Figure 3. For AGNews
and TREC, all AL strategies except DAL outper-
form the random baseline. CAL is statistically dom-
inant over BALD (AGNews) and DAL (AGNews,
TREC), and competitive with LC and Entropy Ta-
ble 2. This shows that CAL reaches strong results.
CAL (illustrated as cartography in the figure
with a red-dotted line) is better than previously pro-
posed acquisition functions in early iterations, but
tends to reach similar performance in later itera-
tions.
Why does CAL work? To gain insight on why
CAL works better than the other AL algorithms in
early iterations, we investigate the average statistics
of each selected batch of samples using the data
maps. In Figure 4, we check the mean confidence,
variability and correctness over each selected batch
of 50 for sampling strategies Random, LC, DAL,
and CAL for both AGNews and TREC. The statis-
tics of the instances are extracted after the selected
top-50 batch is added to the seed set. Once the
main model is trained again on the increased seed
set, we obtain the statistics of the previously added
batch of 50. Figure 4 shows that in the early AL it-
erations, the variability is the highest for CAL, but
3Implementation of Dror et al. (2019) can be found
at github.com/Kaleidophon/deep-significance (Ulmer, 2021)
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Figure 3: Performance AL strategies. Performance of the various AL strategies in terms of accuracy. The
accuracy shown over the AL iterations is the average over five random seeds. Note that for both datasets we added
the same number of instances to the seed set (+1,500 instances). The x-axis correspond to the fraction of the total



















Rand. 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00
LC 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.04
Ent. 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.76
BALD 0.00 1.00 0.98 0.00 1.00
DAL 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00



















Rand. 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00
LC 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.25
Ent. 0.00 0.00 0.25 0.00 0.20
BALD 0.00 0.00 0.75 0.00 0.95
DAL 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
CAL 0.00 0.75 0.80 0.05 0.00
Table 2: Almost Stochastic Order Scores of AGNews (left) & TREC (right). ASO scores expressed in εmin
The significance level α = 0.05 is adjusted accordingly by using the Bonferroni correction (Bonferroni, 1936).
Bold numbers indicate stochastic dominance and cursive means that one algorithm is better than the other, e.g., for
AGNews, LC (row) is stochastically dominant over the random baseline (column) with εmin value of 0.00).
seems to be lower over the final AL iterations for
both AGNews and TREC (middle graph). There
is a similar signal as the findings of Swayamdipta
et al. (2020), the ambiguous samples that the model
learns the most from are usually the instances that
have the highest variability and average confidence.
Furthermore, LC selects instances that have rela-
tively low confidence and low variablity in the early
stages, but catches up in later ones. This suggests
that LC chooses only hard-to-learn instances at the
start. In general, CAL follows a similar trend as
random sampling. However, CAL seems to select
the more informative samples as opposed to the
random strategy.
Interestingly, DAL seems to start well by choos-
ing ambiguous samples with high variability. How-
ever, later it picks mostly high-cor samples, in con-
trast to CAL. Consequently, the performance for
DAL drops as it leads to picking the easy-to-learn
samples. Picking too many easy-to-learn instances
results in worse optimization (Swayamdipta et al.,
2020). The drop for DAL is visible in Figure 3,
which shows that CAL and DAL are close at start,
and the accuracy of DAL then drops.
tcor 0.0 ≤ 0.2 ≤ 0.4 ≤ 0.6 ≤ 0.8
AGNews 0.789 0.794 0.792 0.793 0.794
TREC 0.702 0.682 0.688 0.681 –
Table 3: Influence of the Correctness Threshold. In-
fluence of the correctness threshold tcor on the final av-
erage accuracy score per dataset over the five random
seeds. tcor considers from what boundary we should
consider low-cor cases. In bold is what threshold we
are using.
What is the influence of the correctness thresh-
old? Here we investigate how changing the cor-
rectness threshold for the binary classification task
impacts accuracy. As shown in Table 3, the ac-
curacy does not drop substantially on AGNews
if we move the correctness threshold to a higher

























































































Figure 4: Average Statistics AGNews & TREC. Values correspond to the mean statistics (Section 3) of instances
over the five random seeds. We calculate the statistics of each top-50 batch after being added to the seed set.
Therefore, we only have statistics of 29 runs, as in the 30th run we stop the AL cycle.
AGNews TREC
CAL ∩ DAL 2 50
CAL ∩ LC 2 108
CAL ∩ Rand. 0 95
DAL ∩ LC 6 84
DAL ∩ Rand. 5 89
LC ∩ Rand. 4 71
Table 4: Number of Overlapping Instances on AG-
News & TREC. The values corresponds to the total
overlapping instances out of 1,500 ∗ 5 random seeds =
7,500.
ambiguous region contains the instances with the
highest variability. For AGNews, these instances
have a correctness range from 0.2–0.8 (as seen
in Figure 1). Therefore, we assume that most of
these instances are informative for the model. In
the case of TREC, the final accuracy stays similar
with different correctness thresholds, but performs
better with tcor = {0.0, 0.4}. We find in the full
data map for TREC that the area with these tcor
thresholds is more dense compared to tcor = 0.2
(details in Section 8). In other words, there could
be more informative samples around this specific
threshold that are helpful for the model. This indi-
cates that the correctness threshold could vary for
different datasets and models.
Do AL strategies select the same instances for
labeling? We measured the overlap between the
batches selected by each pair of strategies (Random,
LC, DAL, CAL) on AGNews and TREC (Table 4).
The batch overlap for CAL is low, with the highest
overlap being 2 instances for AGNews with CAL
∩ DAL and CAL ∩ LC. The highest overlap for
TREC is 108 instances for CAL ∩ LC. Note this
is the total overlap over five seeds. These results
indicate that the AL algorithms choose different
instances.
A popular approach for improving classification
performance is combining (complementary) AL
strategies. For example, Zhdanov (2019) proposed
the idea to combine uncertainty sampling and di-
versity sampling for image classification. As DAL
and CAL have few overlapping instances, they can
be complementary to each other. To test this, we
combined DAL and CAL using a simple heuristic,
by providing both of them half of the annotation
budget (i.e., take top-25 batch of each AL strat-
egy). This resulted in an accuracy score of 0.683
for TREC and 0.762 for AGNews. This suggests
that it could have a positive effect if there is a more
sophisticated approach. This is an open research
topic that requires further investigation.
How data-efficient is CAL in comparison to full
data training? If a model is able to choose the in-
stances that it can learn the most from, it can reach
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comparable results or even outperform a model
trained on all data by using fewer training instances.
This is noted by Siddhant and Lipton (2018), where
they achieve 98–99% of the full dataset perfor-
mance while labeling only 20% of the samples.
The overall accuracy for AGNews trained on all
data is 0.803 accuracy on test. For TREC, this
results in 0.518. With CAL, we achieve around
99% of the full dataset performance while using
only 2% training data for AGNews. For TREC, we
outperform the full dataset performance by 0.164
accuracy (0.518 vs. 0.682), the full dataset perfor-
mance is already reached by using around 12%
training data. This is appealing, as active learning
can provide more data-effective learning solutions.
6 Conclusion
In this paper, we introduced a new AL algorithm,
Cartography Active Learning. The AL objective is
transformed into a binary classification task (Gissin
and Shalev-Shwartz, 2019), where we optimize
for selecting the most informative data with re-
spect to a model by leveraging insights from data
maps (Swayamdipta et al., 2020). Data maps
help to identify distinct regions in a dataset based
on training dynamics (hard-to-learn and easy-to-
learn/ambiguous instances), which have shown to
play an important role in model optimization and
stability in full dataset training (Swayamdipta et al.,
2020). We use these insights in low-data regimes
and propose CAL. In CAL, we train a classifier on
limited seed data maps to distinguish these regions
from each other to select the most informative in-
stances. We show empirically that our method is
competitive or significantly outperforms various
popular AL methods, and provide intuitions on
why this is the case by using training dynamics.
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We initialize the main model with English demb =
300 FastText embeddings (Bojanowski et al., 2017)
and keep it frozen during training and inference, we
sum the embeddings over the sequence of tokens
as motivated by Banea et al. (2014). For AGNews
we impose a maximum sequence length of 200
and a batch size of 64. For TREC, a maximum
sentence length of 42 and a batch size of 16. We
run both models for 10 epochs, with no early stop-
ping. Per AL iteration, we do a weight reset on
all models. We average our results over five ran-
domly generated seeds (398048, 127003, 259479,
869323, 570852). All experiments were ran on an
NVIDIA® A100 SXM4 40 GB GPU and an AMD
EPYC™ 7662 64-Core CPU. Specifically for CAL,
a single AL batch (50) selection iteration takes 11
seconds on average assuming TREC. For AGNews,
one AL iteration takes 62 seconds on average. Both
runtimes are with respect to the models depicted
in Section 4.3 and hardware mentioned above.
8 Full Data Map
Figure 5 and Figure 6 show the full data maps
for AGNews and TREC respectively. Identically
to Swayamdipta et al. (2020), we show the density
of data points in the plots. We can see a clear
difference in density between the datasets. For
AGNews, we can see the majority of data points
have a high confidence (∼0.8) and high correctness.
In contrast, TREC contains plenty of instances that
have low confidence (∼0.3) and low correctness.
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Figure 5: Density of AGNews. Density statistics of AGNews over ten epochs.
Figure 6: Density of TREC. Density statistics of TREC over ten epochs.
